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We present a model supported by simulation to explain the effect of temperature on the conduction threshold
in disordered systems. Arrays with randomly distributed local thresholds for conduction occur in systems
ranging from superconductors to metal nanocrystal arrays. Thermal fluctuations provide the energy to over-
come some of the local thresholds, effectively erasing them as far as the global conduction threshold for the
array is concerned. We augment this thermal energy reasoning with percolation theory to predict the tempera-
ture at which the global threshold reaches zero. We also study the effect of capacitive nearest-neighbor
interactions on the effective charging energy. Finally, we present results from Monte Carlo simulations that find
the lowest-cost path across an array as a function of temperature. The main result of the paper is the linear
decrease of conduction threshold with increasing temperature:VtsTd=Vts0df1−4.8kBTPs0d /pcg, where 1/Ps0d
is an effective charging energy that depends on the particle radius and interparticle distance, andpc is the
percolation threshold of the underlying lattice. The predictions of this theory compare well to experiments in
one- and two-dimensional systems.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In many physical systems, local barriers prevent the onset
of steady-state motion or conduction unless a certain mini-
mum threshold for an externally applied driving force or bias
is exceeded. Often, the strength of those barriers varies
throughout the system and only their statistical distribution is
known. A key issue then concerns how the global threshold
for onset of motion is related to the distribution of local
threshold values. Examples include the onset of resistance
due to depinning of fluxline motion in type-II superconduct-
ors, the onset of mechanical motion in coupled frictional
systems such as sand piles, and the onset of current flow
through networks of tunnel junctions in the Coulomb block-
ade regime. In all of these cases, defects in the host material
or the underlying substrate produce local traps or barriers of
varying strength.

Under an applied driving force, fluxlines, mobile particles
or charge carriers from an external reservoir can penetrate
the disordered energy landscape, becoming stuck at the traps
or piling up in front of barriers. With increased drive, par-
ticles can surmount some of the barriers and penetrate fur-
ther. However, a steady-state flow is only established once
there is at least one continuous path connecting one side of
the system with the other. The onset of steady-state transport
then corresponds to finding the lowest-energy system-
spanning path. This optimization problem was addressed in
1993 in a seminal paper by Middleton and WingrensMWd.1

Using analytical arguments as well as computer simula-
tions, MW found that, for the limit of negligible thermal
energies, the onset of system-spanning motion corresponds
to a second order phase transition as a function of applied
bias. The global threshold value scales with distance across
the system, but is independent of the details of the barrier
size distribution. Beyond threshold, more paths open up and
the overall transport current increases. As a result, the
steady-state transport current displays power law scaling as a
function of excess bias. These predictions have subsequently
been used extensively in the interpretation of single electron

tunneling data from networks of lithographically defined
junction arrays2,3 as well as from self-assembled nanoparticle
systems.4–6 In addition, recent experiments7 and simulations8

have explored how the power law scaling is affected by
structural disorder in the arrays. The regime of large struc-
tural disorder and significant voids in the array was investi-
gated numerically using a percolation model.9

What happens at finite temperature? Intuitively, one might
expect temperature to produce a smearing of the local thresh-
olds and thus a quick demise of the power law scaling for
T.0. Indeed, a number of experiments have found that the
nonlinear current-voltage characteristics observed at the low-
est temperatures give way to nearly linear, Ohmic behavior
onceT is raised to a few dozen kelvin.10,11 More recently,
however, several experiments showed that the scaling behav-
ior survives with a well-defined, albeit now temperature-
dependent, global threshold. In a previous Letter, we demon-
strated for a two-dimensional metal nanocrystal array thatsad
the threshold is only weakly temperature dependent, decreas-
ing linearly with increasingT and sbd the scaling exponent
remains unaffected by temperature. Consequently, the shape
of the nonlinear response as a function of applied drive re-
mains constant and is merely shifted to lower drive values as
T increased.12

Similar behavior was also observed in small 2D metal
nanoparticle networks by Anconaet al.5 and Cordanet al.13

and in 1D chains of carbon particles by Bezryadinet al.14

Most recently, it was corroborated by simulations ofssemi-
classicald particles in 2D arrays of pinning sites with random
strengths.15 This weak temperature dependence of the non-
linear response also has important practical consequences as
it implies that arrays are much more robust and forgiving as
compared to systems with a single threshold that might be
significantly affected by its local environment.

However, the theoretical approach developed by MW
considers only the zero-temperature limit where the local en-
ergy levels are sharply delineated and barriers between adja-
cent sites are well defined. In Ref. 12 we introduced the main
results from a new model that extends the MW approach to
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finite temperatures. Here, we develop this model in more
detail, providing both analytical results and data from com-
puter simulations. For concreteness, we focus on single elec-
tron tunneling through metal nanoparticle arrays. However,
we expect the main results to carry over to a much wider
class of systems with distributed thresholds due to quenched
disorder.

Our model goes beyond previous work in two important
aspects. First, we introduce a method that allows us to treat
finite temperatures. This method is based on estimating when
small barriers, washed out by temperature, have percolated
across the system, and it establishes an upper limit on the
global threshold as a function of temperature. A key finding
is that random quenched disorder leads to universal behavior
that is independent of the details of the barrier height distri-
bution. Second, we include nearest neighbor capacitive cou-
pling. This leads us to a new definition of the relevant effec-
tive charging energy for system crossing, in terms of the
most probable value in the distribution of energy costs. As
shown in Ref. 12, the model captures the experimentally
observed temperature dependence of the drive-response char-
acteristics and predicts the collapse of the global threshold as
a function of temperature on a universal curve that is inde-
pendent of local junction parameters.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we outline
the basic ingredients of our model, mainly focusing on the
limit of negligible interparticle coupling. Section III then cal-
culates the shape of the probability distribution of energy
costs for the general case of finite nearest neighbor coupling.
In Sec. IV we present simulation results for various network
geometries. We also discuss the validity of the percolation
model and show numerical results for the decrease of the
threshold with temperature. Section V describes how the
current-voltage characteristics behave at temperatures above
the point where the voltage threshold reaches zero. Section
VI contains a discussion of the model and comparisons with
recent experimental data and as well as with numerical re-
sults from related systems.

II. THE BASIC MODEL IN THE ABSENCE OF
INTERPARTICLE CAPACITIVE COUPLING

We consider one- or two-dimensional arrays of spherical
metal nanoparticless“sites”d, placed between two in-plane
metal electrodes. We ignore any particle-internal level spac-
ing due to quantum size effects and treat each site as pos-
sessing a continuous spectrum of available states up to some
local chemical potential. This is a reasonable approximation
for metal particles with diameters larger than a couple na-
nometers at temperatures above liquid helium. For such par-
ticles, the largest energy besides thermal energy is the elec-
trostatic energy associated with the transfer of additional,
single electrons.

We consider interparticle spacings small enough to allow
for such transfer by electron tunneling. We make the usual
assumptions of the “orthodox theory” of single electron tun-
neling ssee, e.g., Likharev in Ref. 16d, namely that the tunnel
time is negligible in comparison with all other time scales,
the tunnel resistanceR@Rq=h/e2, whereRq is the quantum

of resistance, cotunnel events due to coherent quantum pro-
cesses can be ignored, and the local tunnel rate from site to
site depends only on the change in electrostatic free energy
of the system,DE, that would result from a tunnel event. At
low temperatures, a positiveDE implies a suppression of
tunnelingsCoulomb blockaded, and current flows only after
an external bias has been applied that compensates for this
energy cost. If tunneling occurs from a site at higher energy
to one at lower energysDE,0d, we assume that the energy
difference is lost due to scattering processes in the destina-
tion particlesinelastic tunnelingd.

Throughout the paper, we consider the limit of negligible
structural disorder of the arrays, i.e., all sites are identical in
terms of both their tunnel coupling and capacitive coupling
to neighbors, as well as in their self-capacitance. Disorder
enters in form of a random distribution of the local chemical
potentials at every site due to quenched offset charges. This
quenched charge disorder models charge fluctuations due to
impurities in the substrate which in turn polarize the nano-
particles.

A corresponding experimental system can be realized as
shown in Ref. 12 by self-assembling, onto an insulating sub-
strate, ligand-coated nanoparticles from solution. The ligands
prevent nanoparticle sintering and well-ordered arrays are
formed through a balance between attractive van der Waals
forces and repulsive steric hindrance between ligands from
neighboring particles. For dodecanethiol ligands and particle
diameters in the range 4.5 nm to 7 nm, a size dispersion of
less than 5% can be achieved, resulting in 2D arrays with
excellent long-range order of the particle packing. Electronic
measurements, both on nanoparticle arrays but also on self-
assembled monolayers of molecules by themselves, have
shown that alkanethiol ligands act as mechanical spacers and
do not otherwise affect the transport properties.17,18 Conse-
quently, they set the width of the tunnel barrier between
neighboring nanoparticles but do not introduce states inside
the barrier.

The quenched charge disorder is not a perturbative effect:
in principle, the chemical potential of a nanoscale particle
can be shifted by a nearby trapped charge as much as it
would be by an added mobile electron. Therefore, electrons
in an array propagate through a network of junctions with
randomly varying threshold voltages. Note that the mobile
charges are quantizedselectronsd and thus move the local
chemical potential by the same amount,Dm, every time a
single charge enters or leaves a site. On the other hand, the
quenched charges model a polarization effect and thus can
move the local chemical potentials continuously, just like a
local gate electrode could. The overall energy cost,DE, as-
sociated with a tunnel event therefore has to take into ac-
count the effect of both discrete mobile charges and of a
continuous random distribution of quenched charges.

One might expect conduction through large arrays to de-
pend on the details of the local quenched, or background,
charge distribution. However, zero-temperature arguments
by MW indicate that this is not the case,1 as least in the limit
of negligible capacitive coupling between sites. Instead, the
overall array current-voltage characteristicssIVsd appear to
be robust to background charge disorder and exhibit a non-
zero effective voltage threshold,Vt, that scales linearly with
array sizesi.e., distance between electrodesd.
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To see this, consider first a 1D array atT=0 with a given
distribution of quenched polarization charge values. Because
mobile electrons can compensate for local polarizations in
integer multiples ofe, the electronic charge, only disorder in
the rangef−e/2 , +e/2g needs to be considered. Starting from
an initial state of zero applied overall bias, mobile charges
can penetrate, say from the left, single file into the disordered
potential landscape until they first encounter a local up-step
in electrostatic potential,DV.0. At this point, the Coulomb
blockade prevents further advance.

To the left of the up-step, each site now has one additional
charge on it and all potentials have been raised uniformly by
e/C0 whereC0 is the self-capacitance of each site. In order to
move the charge front further toward the right electrode, the
bias applied to the left electrode has to be raised. Each time
an up-step is encountered anywhere in the array, a bias in-
crement ofe/C0 at the left electrode will suffice to advance
the front. Thus the minimum bias required in order for mo-
bile charges to make it all the way across the array will be
given by the number of up-steps timese/C0 srecall that
down-steps in local potential do not matter as tunneling is
assumed to be inelasticd. In other words, theT=0, global
threshold for conduction for an array ofN sites is given by
Ref. 1 as

Vts0d = aNe/C0. s1d

If we now assume a flat, random distribution of quenched
charges, on average half of the steps between neighboring
sites will be up-steps. Therefore, for 1D arraysa=1/2.

Note that this argument of MW depends only on the num-
ber of up-steps, but not on their magnitudeuDVu. Thus details
of the distribution of step sizes are irrelevant atT=0. This
also holds for 2D systems, except that now the mobile
charges can, to some extent, avoid up-steps. Consequently,
there will be some roughness in the front of charges advanc-
ing across the array below threshold. Equations1d still holds,
with N now the distance across the gap between the elec-
trodes.Na is the number of up-steps in the path across the
array with the least number of up-stepss“optimal path”d. The
value ofa in 2D will be smaller than in 1D and depend on
the array topology. Unfortunately, analytical arguments that
would predicta for 2D systems are not known and one has
to resort to computer simulations. Specifically, for a close-
packed triangular arrangement of spheres we finda=0.226
ssee Sec. IVd.

In order to model the effect of finite temperature on the
global threshold for conduction, we start by considering ther-
mal fluctuations at the local, single junction level. LetDE
denote the change in the electrostatic potential energy of the
system when a single electron moves from one site to an-
other. If uDEu@kBT, the nonlinear, Coulomb blockage domi-
nated current-voltage characteristic will survive: current will
be suppressed below the local voltage threshold but will rise
approximately linearly above it.16 On the other hand, for
uDEu!kBT, the Coulomb blockade vanishes and the junction
conductance will exhibit linear, Ohmic behavior down to the
lowest bias voltage.

As a first approximation, we now coarse-grain the system
into two categories of tunnel junctions. Junctions between

sites with energy differencesuDEu.bkBT will be treated as if
T=0, implying a fully nonlinear response and, below thresh-
old, the absence of zero-bias conductance. Junctions between
sites with energy differencesuDEu,bkBT will be treated as if
DE=0 and all Coulomb blockade effects were removed, im-
plying a linear response like Ohmic conductors. The param-
eter b measures the extent of thermal broadening and de-
pends on details of the electronic level distribution. If energy
levels are withinbkBT, then electrons from thermally excited
states above the Fermi level on sitei can tunnel directly into
available states below the Fermi level on neighboring sitej .
This means that up-steps withinbkBT are effectively re-
moved.

To determineb, we consider in each nanoparticle the
width of the tail of unoccupied states below and of occupied
states above the Fermi level. Each tail has an approximate
width of kBT so that uDEu is reduced by roughly 2kBT and
thusb<2. To make this argument more quantitative, we con-
sider the mean energy of states above the Fermi energym in
particle i,

kEhighli =

E
mi

`

EDsEdfsEddE

E
mi

`

DsEdfsEddE

,

whereDsEd is the density of states andfsEd is the Fermi-
Dirac function. Evaluating the integral as a series and deter-
mining the coefficients numerically, we obtainkEhighli <mi

+1.2kBT. By symmetry, the mean energy of the low-energy
unoccupied tail in particlej will be kElowl j <m j −1.2kBT.
Tunneling from the high-energy tail of particlei to the low-
energy tail of particlej thus will cost a mean energyDE
=sm j −mid−2.4kBT. This leads tob=2.4.

As temperature is raised, more and more junctions will
satisfyuDEu,bkBT and lose their nonlinear behavior. We de-
fine psTd as the fraction of junctions that has been effectively
linearized. Since both up- and down-steps will be affected
equally by thermal smearing,psTd can be found from

psTd = 2E
0

bkBT

PsDEddDE s2d

if the distribution of step heights, given by the probability
density PsDEd, is known. The process of linearizing will
happen randomly throughout the array until, at some tem-
peratureT* , sufficiently many junctions have been replaced
by Ohmic conductors that a continuous path involving only
such conductors spans the array. At this point, the overall
response will necessarily also be linear and the threshold
must have reached zero:VtsT*d=0.

An upper limit on when this point is reached can be ob-
tained from percolation theory by considering the two
classes of junctions as two types of bonds between neighbor-
ing sites. At small overall bias, we can label the nonlinear
junctions as insulators and the Ohmic ones as conductors. If
a stemperature-dependentd fraction psTd of all junctions in
the array has been linearized, and in the absence of correla-
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tions between neighboring junctions, the first continuous
path of linear conductors across the array occurs, on average,
at a critical fractionpc. Here pc is the bond percolation
threshold which depends only on lattice topology and dimen-
sion sfor corrections due to correlations see Sec. IVd. Using
Eq. s2d, we thus findT* through

psT*d = pc. s3d

As a consequence of these considerations, the global
threshold will be a decreasing function of temperature and
approach zero asp→pc. Hence, to first order,

VtsTd = Vts0df1 − psTd/pcg. s4d

In order to proceed and find the linearized fraction of
junctions,psTd, we need to know more about the actual dis-
tribution PsDEd of energy costs. It will be calculated in detail
in Sec. III. However, a few important aspects are already
clear from Eq.s2d. In particular, sincepc/2 is no larger than
1/4 for 2D lattices,19 we have to integrate over only a small
portion of PsDEd in order to reach a significant suppression
of the threshold. IfPsDEd does not change much over this
range, we find

psTd < 2bkBTPs0d s5d

andpsTd is proportional to temperature. The relevant energy
scale, 1/Ps0d, can be thought of as an effective charging
energy, whileb depends only on the shape of the internal
energy distribution of the metal particle and thus is indepen-
dent of topology, dimensionality and the effects of coupling.

We will see in Sec. III that this is a reasonable approxi-
mation not only for the case of zero capacitive coupling, but
even more so when nearest neighbor coupling is included.
Physically this is so because coupling flattens out the
polarization-induced disorder in the energy landscape and
small energy costs become more probable so thatPsDEd de-
cays slower for smallDE. Combining Eqs.s4d ands5d we see
that the normalized threshold decays linearly with tempera-
ture according to

VtsTd
Vts0d

= 1 − 4.8kBTPs0d/pc, s6d

where we have used the resultb=2.4 obtained earlier. In
analogy with theT=0 result Eq.s1d, the right-hand side of
this equation representsasTd /a, the temperature-dependent
number of up-steps in the optimal path normalized by the
number at zero temperature.

Equations6d is a central result of this paper. It predicts a
linear depression of the global threshold with temperature,
with a prefactor 2bkBPs0d /pc that is universal and does not
depend on the details of the threshold distribution.

III. ENERGY COST DISTRIBUTION INCLUDING
NEAREST-NEIGHBOR COUPLING

To calculatePsDEd, we start from the electrostatic energy
of a system of capacitors,

E =
1

2o
i,j

sqi + QidCi j
−1sqj + Qjd, s7d

where theqi are quenched, offset charges and theQi are
mobile chargessequal to an integer multiple ofe=−1.6
310−19 C or zerod. The Ci j

−1 are elements of the inverse ca-
pacitance tensor. Note thatC11

−1, in the standard definition of
the capacitance tensor, does include contributions from cou-
pling to nearest neighbors if such coupling is present.

We define the energy difference before/after tunneling of
a single electron from site 1 to site 2 as

DE = EQ1=0,Q2=e − EQ1=e,Q2=0. s8d

In the absence of any quenched charge disordersqi =0d we
have DE=0, and there is no cost associated with moving
charges around inside the array. In other words, there is no
Coulomb blockade of tunnelingseven thoughDm j .0d and
the current-voltage characteristic will be linear.

Now imagine a flat, random distribution of quenched po-
larization charges in the rangeqi P f−e/2 , +e/2g. As before,
this range suffices because larger offsets will be compensated
by mobile charges of magnitudee. In the limit of negligible
capacitive coupling between sites considered for now, this
leads to

DE = esq1 − q2dC11
−1.

To deal with nearest-neighbor capacitive coupling, we fo-
cus here on the case of a close-packed, triangular lattice sim-
ply for the sake of having a concrete picture in mind and for
direct comparison with experiments. In general, any lattice
type can be treated the same way and the differences affect
only the quantitative results for the capacitance tensor ele-
ments.

We consider a subset of the triangular lattice consisting of
10 spheres: two central sitess1 and 2d participating in the
tunneling event and their 8 surrounding neighbors as in Fig.
1. Keeping only nearest neighbor elements and takingQj
=0 for j .2,

DE = esq1 − q2dsC11
−1 − C12

−1d

+ eC12
−1sq3 + q4 + q5 − q7 − q8 − q9d.

Defining g;C12
−1/C11

−1, we write DE as

FIG. 1. Ten-sphere subsystem in a triangular lattice. The elec-
tron transfer occurs between sites 1 and 2. The other sites are the
nearest neighbors.
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DE = e2C11
−1hf1 − ggsq1 − q2d + gsq3 + q4 + q5 − q7 − q8 − q9dj.

s9d

The terms in parentheses, containing theqi, are sums of 2 or
6 random variables. The maximum value forDE is achieved
if the appropriate limiting valuess+e/2 or −e/2d are inserted
for the qi. This gives

DEmax= e2C11
−1s1 + 2gd.

Without capacitive coupling to neighbors,DEmax can be
written asDEmax=e2/C0, whereC0=4pee0r, is the capaci-
tance of a single sphere of radiusr embedded in a medium of
dielectric constante. The key points emerging from Eqs.s8d
and s9d are that the system energy cost associated with a
tunnel event is not equivalent to the change in chemical po-
tential of a single site, and that existence of a range of po-
larization chargesqi gives rise to a distribution of energy
costsDE.

To calculate the full distributionPsDEd of energy differ-
ences, we need to first find the distributionsP2sxd andP6sxd
resulting from the addition of 2 or 6 random variables. In
general, the probability of obtaining a valuex=x1+x2+¯

+xn from the sumsor differenced of n independent random
numbersxi can be calculated from their recursion relation:

Pnsxd =E
−`

`

dX8Pn−1sx − x8dP1sx8d.

Using Fourier transform to convert the convolution into a
product, we getPnsjd=Pn−1sjdP1sjd. This leads toPnsjd
=P1

nsjd=fsinsj /2d / sj /2dgn, or

Pnsxd =
2

p
E

0

` sinnj

jn coss2jxddj.

Specifically, for n=2 and n=6 this integral can be solved
analytically and gives

P2sxd = sux − 1u + ux + 1u − 2uxud/2,

P6sxd = sux − 3u5 + ux + 3u5 − 6ux − 2u5 − 6ux + 2u5 + 15ux − 1u5

+ 15ux + 1u5 − 20uxu5d/240.

The probability distribution ofDE in Eq. s9d is then given
by

PsDEd =
1

e2C11
−1E

−`

+` 1

gs1 − gd
P2S DE − DE8

s1 − gde2C11
−1D

3 P6S DE8

ge2C11
−1DdDE8. s10d

The shape of thisPsDEd is triangular with apex atDE=0.
Depending ong, the shape is rounded near the topswhere
DE→0d and curved outward near the bottomsas DEmax is
approachedd. The amount of rounding/curving increases with
g sFig. 2d. Specifically, for negligible couplingsg=0d,
PsDEd becomes the distribution of differences between two
random variables

PsDEd = 1/DEmax− uDEu/sDEmaxd2. s11d

This is a simple triangle withPs0d=1/DEmax and base ex-
tending from −DEmax to +DEmax. Figure 2 showsPs«d as a
function of the normalized energy cost,«=DE/ se2C11

−1d.
Using Eqs.s2d ands11d for g=0, we find that the fraction

of linearized junctions is

psTd =
2bkBT

DEmax
− S bkBT

DEmax
D2

. s12d

For a 2D triangular latticepc=0.347 so that the tempera-
ture at which an Ohmic conducting path percolates across the
lattice, defined in Eq.s3d by psT*d=pc, is reached at
bkBT* /DEmax=0.192. This value is small enough that, to
good approximation, Eq.s5d holds and the quadratic term in
Eq. s12d can be neglected for allT,T* .

For finite capacitive coupling between nearest neighbors,
g.0, Ps«d in Eq. s10d can be expanded around«=0 to ob-
tain

Ps«d = Ps0d −
0.55

gs1 − gd3«2 + Os«3d. s13d

The linear term disappears because the distribution has a
rounded top near«=0 sFig. 2d. Consequently, corrections to
Eq. s5d are of ordersbkBT* /DEmaxd3 and thus smaller than in
the case of zero couplingssee Sec. IV for numerical integra-
tion results forT*d. Therefore, the linear decrease ofVt with
temperature in Eq.s6d holds to even better approximation.
The first term,Ps0d, in Eq. s13d can be found straightfor-
wardly from the integral in Eq.s10d as long asg is suffi-
ciently small. This leads to

FIG. 2. Probability distribution of the energy cost of tunneling
between sites 1 and 2 in Fig. 1. The distribution of«
;DE/ se2C11

−1d is plotted whereDE is the change in the system
energy due to tunneling.C11

−1 is the diagonal element of the inverse
capacitance matrix andg;C12

−1/C11
−1.
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Ps0d =
1

e2C11
−1F 1

1 − g
−

2g

s1 − gd2E
0

`

xP6sxddxG
and finally

Ps0d <
1

e2C11
−1

1 − 1.57g

s1 − gd2 . s14d

Note thatPs0d depends only on the geometry of the sys-
tem and is independent of all details of the quenched charges
sas long as they can be assumed uniformly randomd. This
allows us to obtainPs0d from calculations of the capacitance
tensor elementsC11

−1 andC12
−1. In Sec. IV we present numeri-

cal results for a range of coupling strengths and show how
these tensor elements depend on the ratio of center-to-center
distance,L, to particle radius,r. As particles get closer and
L / r →2.4, g reaches 0.4 and the approximation leading to
Eq. s14d breaks downfsee also Fig. 9sad belowg. Further-
more, for very large interparticle coupling, next-nearest-
neighbor interactions will become significant and correla-
tions between energy steps may become more important.

We can repeat the above derivation ofPs0d for a one-
dimensional linear chain of particles. In this case, we con-
sider 4 sites in a row with an electron moving between the
two central sites. NowPsDEd contains the integral of a prod-
uct of two P2 functions. We find that forg,1/3,

Ps0d1D =
1

e2C11
−1

1 − 4g/3

s1 − gd2 . s15d

One final aspect concerns how the zero-temperature
thresholdVts0d in Eq. s1d is affected by capacitive coupling
between neighboring particles. In MW’s argument leading to
Eq. s1d for the uncoupled case, the factore/C0 came from an
increase in local potential corresponding to one full elec-
tronic charge. With capacitive coupling, the increase in local
potential due to an electronic charge will be less as it effec-
tively spreads out over the neighbors.

In order to reach the threshold for conduction, we still
have to add approximately one electron to the array for each
up-step in a path. To first order, the average local change in
potential associated with adding an electron iseC11

−1, where
C11

−1 decreases with increasing coupling. As before,a is the
number of up-steps in the optimal path atT=0 divided by the
length of the array. The optimal path is the one with the
fewest number of up-steps. Let us defineV0 as the average
increase in external bias required to overcome an up-step.
We then can think of the voltage threshold as a product of
two quantities: the number of up-stepssaNd and the cost in
bias per up-stepsV0<eC11

−1d. Modifying Eq. s1d, we are led
to

Vts0d = aNV0 < aNeC11
−1. s16d

Note, however, that this relation is only an approximation
and that a full calculation is a formidable problem forg
.0. The reason is that now local changes in potential depend
strongly on the quenched charge configuration as well as on
other mobile charges arriving on nearby particles. In 2D, in
particular, this complex interaction poses a challenge not

only for analytical calculations but also for simulations. On
the other hand, 1D simulations can be carried out straightfor-
wardly and can be used to gauge the validity of Eq.s16d.
This will be done in the next section.

IV. NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS AND CHECKS

In order to use Eqs.s6d ands16d we need to know certain
elements of the inverse capacitance matrix as well as the
value ofa appropriate for a given lattice. Both of these can
be obtained from numerical calculations as we detail in this
section. In addition, simulations allow us to perform a num-
ber of checks of the assumptions underlying the model de-
veloped in Sec. III and they provide a direct test for the
effect of correlations that were neglected in its derivation. In
the following figures, we normalize capacitances by the ca-
pacitance,C0, of an isolated sphere and energies bye2/C0,
the maximum energy cost for tunneling between capacitively
uncoupled particles.

Inverse capacitance matrix. To calculate the capacitance
matrix of the 10-sphere system in Fig. 1, we usedFASTCAP, a
capacitance extraction program developed at MIT.20 The pro-
gram implements a preconditioned, adaptive, multipole-
accelerated 3D capacitance extraction algorithm developed
by Naborset al.21 Each site in the system was represented by
a spherical, 1200-panel polygon. Center-to-center distances
between 2.1 and 20 times the radius were examined.sFor
L / r =20, we used a 104-panel sphere approximation so as to
not run out of computer memory.d The output of the program
is a 10310 capacitance matrixC in units of pF for spheres
of radius 1 m. We then inverted this matrix in Mathematica
to find C−1. Since capacitance is directly proportional to the
scale of the system, and to the dielectric constant, we can
remove these dependences by scaling all capacitance ele-
ments by the self-capacitance of an isolated sphere. We will
do this in all the figures to give a general result.

Figure 3 shows the effect of coupling on the 1-1 and 1-2
elements of the inverse capacitance matrix. Note that the
self-capacitanceC11 and thusC11

−1 depends on interparticle
coupling because nearby spheres can polarize when a charge
is added to the central sphere, decreasing the overall energy
cost of the charge addition. However, as Fig. 3 shows, for
values ofL / r .3 the change inC11

−1 due to nearest-neighbor
coupling is small, andC11

−1 remains within 10% of 1/C0.
Typical experimental values for close-packed, dodecanethiol-
coated 6 nm particles give valuesL / r of about 2.7.12 As Fig.
3 shows, the off-diagonal elementC12

−1 depends less strongly
on L / r than the diagonal element. Thus, the increase ing
with decreasingL / r below a value of about 3 is largely due
to C11

−1.
We also note that the interparticle capacitanceC12 de-

pends on having extra neighbors. For example, forL / r
=2.67,C12 in the 10-sphere system of Fig. 1 is only 71% of
the value obtained for two isolated spheres. Thus it is essen-
tial to look at the system as a whole and not to assume
isolated spheres. In order to check whether or not the 10-
sphere system is sufficient, we added another ring of spheres
to Fig. 1, creating a 24-particle subset of the triangular array.
We then calculated the full capacitance matrix for the 24-
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particle system. ForL / r =2.1, we found that the changes in
C11 and C12 are less than 1%. Consequently, we take the
10-sphere system as a sufficiently good approximation to the
triangular array.

The results of the capacitance matrix calculation are in
contrast to approximations6 which estimate the effect of ca-
pacitive coupling by adding to the capacitance of an isolated
single particle,C0, the interparticle capacitanceC12 for each
neighbor. In particular, over the range 2.1,L / r ,4 the esti-
mateC11<C0+6C12 for a triangular lattice gives about twice
the value forC11 obtained numerically usingFASTCAP.

In principle,FASTCAPwill give the full capacitance matrix
of the 10-particle system in Fig. 1, and thus take into account
several longer range couplings. However, here we limit the
discussion to nearest-neighbor coupling. First, we examine
the zero-temperature limit.

Conduction threshold at T=0. To calculate numerically
the onset of conduction atT=0, we follow MW’s model and
look for paths across the array that minimize the number of
up-steps. For this, we use a variant of the well-known Dijk-
stra optimal path finding algorithm, the “bottleneck
algorithm.”22 For each site, we define an offset chargeqi. If
qi .qj, then i-to-j is considered an energy up-step in the
uncoupled case. While we cannot use this method to find the
full current-voltage characteristics, it provides a very fast and
effective way of determining the validity of Eq.s1d and it
allows us to extract the geometrical prefactora. As defined
in Sec. III,a is the number of up-steps in the optimal path at
T=0 divided by the length of the array. Note that our defi-
nition of a differs from MW who definea=Vts0dC0/Ne. The
two definitions only agree in the uncoupled case.

We can also numerically obtain the charge front as it
propagates across the array for voltages below threshold. To

do so, we find all the sites that can be reached in less than a
given number of energy up-steps. In Fig. 4 we show three
snapshots from a simulation on a triangular lattice with in-
creasing bias from left to right. The advancing charge front is
seen as the right-hand edge of the dark gray region.

Let us first consider the uncoupled case. For all types of
lattices investigated, we find thatVts0d increases linearly
with N, as predicted by Eq.s16d. For a 2D square lattice MW
reporteda=0.338s1d using Monte Carlo simulations. The
bottleneck algorithm givesa=0.329s7d for a 1603160
square latticesaveraged over 1000 trialsd. For honeycomb
and triangular arrayss1003100 array, 1000 trialsd we find
a=0.301s9d anda=0.226s8d, respectively.

What is the effect of coupling on the number of up-steps
in the optimal path? A “step”DE between two sites is not
just sqi −qjd /C0, but now takes into account all neighbors, as
in Eq. s9d. However, sincea does not depend on the magni-
tude of the up-steps, we do not expect a large effect. This is

FIG. 3. Effect of coupling on the elements of the inverse capaci-
tance matrix for a 10-particle triangular system. Coupling increases
as the center-to-center spacing,L, normalized by the radius,r, de-
creases. As coupling increases, the inverse self-capacitance,C11

−1,
decreases and the inverse interparticle capacitance,C12

−1, increases.
We normalize by the self-capacitance of an isolated sphere,C0, to
assure that the values plotted are independent ofr and the dielectric
constant.

FIG. 4. Charge front in a 2D triangular lattice as a function of
external bias. The mobile charges, shown in dark gray, are able to
penetrate further into the array from a reservoir on the left as bias is
increased from top to bottom in the 3 pictures. The simulations on a
1003100 array were carried out using the “bottleneck” algorithm
from Ref. 22.
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borne out by the simulations. In 1D,a is not affected by
coupling even forC12/C11@1. In a 2D triangular array, we
find thata depends only weakly on coupling. ForL / r =2.1,
a decreases by about 10% from its uncoupled value; for
L / r ù5, a has essentially the uncoupled value of 0.226.

In order to compare our model more directly with litera-
ture results for the global threshold in the coupled case,
which are available only in 1D,1 we simulated a 1D chain of
sites. In this simulation, we only consider self-capacitance
sC11

−1d and nearest-neighbor capacitancesC12
−1d. An electron

moves forward from sitei to i +1 if DEi→i+1,0, whereDE is
calculated from Eq.s7d considering both offset chargesq and
integral chargesQ from all previous tunneling events on all
sites.

The external bias is raised in increments much smaller
than eC11

−1 to inject electrons into the system. Electrons are
allowed to propagate forward and rearrange to find the mini-
mum energy state of the system before increasing the bias
again.Vt is the external bias value for which the first electron
reaches the far end of the chain. For each disorder realization
in a 100-site chain, we count the number of up-steps and
then raise the bias to find the threshold. As mentioned in the
previous section, for finite coupling, there is no unique cost
in bias per up-step, but rather a distribution. Fitting the av-
erage cost,V0, to a quadratic function forg,0.4, we find

V0
1

eC11
−1 = 1 − 1.93g + 1.53g2 + Osg3d. s17d

Results from this simulation are shown in Fig. 5, where
we plot the average cost per up-step,V0, normalized to the

uncoupled value, as a function ofC12/C0 in a 1D chain. This
is compared to the approximationsV0<eC11

−1 from Eq. s16d
andV0<1/ePs0d using the 1D result, Eq.s15d for Ps0d. Also
shown are four data points from MW’s Fig. 1, based on a full
simulation of the current-voltage characteristics of a chain.
sNote that MW use a different normalization in their Fig. 1,
i.e., they plotVtC0/eN, and extend the simulations to larger
coupling strengths.d

Conduction threshold for T.0. As a next step, we add
temperature to the simulations. In the 2D algorithm that finds
the optimal path across the array we have direct access to all
bonds, and thus energy costs,DE, for moving an electron
between any pair of neighboring sites. This allows us to test
the validity of the linear decrease of the threshold with in-
creasing temperature predicted by Eq.s6d. As temperature
increases, steps with magnitudes smaller than a threshold
energy,DEth=bkBT are thermally erased. In the path-finding
algorithm, we count all steps less thanDEth as “down-steps,”
that is, they do not cost any energy. We then traverse the
energy landscape to find the least-cost path as before. Figure
6 shows three snapshots from the simulation. The threshold
DEth, and thus temperature, is increased from left to right. In
dark gray we show all sites reachable without cost from the
left edge.

In Fig. 7 we plotasTd as a function of the effective tem-
perature,DEth, for various degrees of coupling. In all cases,
we find that the number of up-steps in the optimal path de-
creases with increasing threshold energy approximately lin-
early.fThe deviations from a strictly linear decrease, close to
asTd=0, come from a finite size effect: the simulated arrays
contained 1003100 sites, so aroundasTd=0.01, the average
number of up-steps reaches 1, below which the average is
fractional and thus no longer a physical measure.g We also
see that for a given “temperature” the threshold decreases
with increasing coupling. Furthermore, the temperatureT* at
which asTd=0 decreases with increasing couplingfsee also
Fig. 9sbdg. In accordance with the results in Fig. 3, these
trends are most pronounced for smallL / r and saturate near
the uncoupled behavior forL / r .5.

Percolation and correlations. In the analytic calculation
of T* in Sec. II, we found the fraction of linearized bonds,
psTd, through Eq.s2d and definedT* aspsT*d=pc, wherepc

is the bond percolation threshold in the lattice under consid-
eration. This procedure relies on two assumptions that we
now test.

First, the basic idea of our tunneling model is that none of
the down-steps cost energy. Implicit in Eq.s2d is a somewhat
more restrictive criterion, namelyuDEu,bkBT, requiring that
the path be along only those bondsscorresponding to either
up- or down-stepsd that had been linearized by thermal fluc-
tuations. There may be energetically much more optimal, but
more asymmetric, paths that take advantage of those larger-
energy down-steps that have not yet been linearized. In this
situation, we are starting with a lattice with all down-steps in
place and ask when the system-spanning path forms in the
process of adding up-steps of increasing size.

Second, settingpsT*d=pc and using literature values for
pc assumes that the usual rules for bond percolation apply
and, in particular, all bonds are placed completely randomly.

FIG. 5. Average external voltage bias per up-step,V0, at thresh-
old in a 1D chain of spheres as a function of interparticle coupling
at T=0. The vertical axis is normalized by the bias per up-step in
the uncoupled case,e/C0, whereC0 is the self-capacitance of an
isolated sphere. The horizontal axis is the interparticle capacitance,
C12, normalized byC0. The data from our 1D simulationsopen
starsd are compared with simulation results from Ref. 1sfull
squaresd and two analytical approximationssopen triangles and
filled circlesd.
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However, while the site energies are from a flat distribution,
the energy differences between sites are correlated. For ex-
ample, in the triangular lattice in Fig. 1, the energy differ-
ences between sites 1 and 2 and between sites 2 and 6 com-
pletely specifyDE between sites 1 and 6. Therefore,pc may
not necessarily provide an accurate value for the threshold.
Finally, even in the absence of correlations, the finite size of
arrays corresponding to experimental situationsswith N no
more than a few 100d may lead to a small correction topc as
listed for infinite lattices.

We investigated these questions for a variety of lattice
types by calculating numerically the thresholdpa, defined as
the average fraction of bonds required for percolation under
the asymmetriccondition DE,bkBT* , and the thresholdps,
defined as the average fraction of bonds required for perco-
lation under thesymmetriccondition uDEu,bkBT* . Both are
listed in Table I, together withpc as obtained from the same

lattice but with randomly assigned bond energies rather than
random site energies.z is the coordination number, the num-
ber of nearest neighbors of each site. The lattice withz=2
consists of 200 parallel 1D wires.

In Fig. 8, a comparison betweenps andpc gives a sense of
the relevance of correlations which increaseps roughly lin-

FIG. 6. Effect of temperature on an 2D triangular array with
quenched charge disorder. As temperature is increased from top to
bottom in the 3 pictures, mobile chargessin dark grayd can pen-
etrate deeper into the array without energetic cost. When a perco-
lating dark gray path spans the array from left to right, the global
threshold bias for conduction reaches zero. The simulations on a
1003100 triangular array were carried out using the “bottleneck”
algorithm from Ref. 22.

FIG. 7. Decrease of the number of energy up-steps in the opti-
mal path with temperature.asTd is defined as the temperature-
dependent number of up-steps in the least cost path across the array
divided by the array length. The effect of thermal fluctuations is
introduced by counting up-steps only if they exceeded a cutoff en-
ergy DEth=bkBT. Data are shown from simulations on a 2D trian-
gular lattice containing 1003100 spherical particles for three dif-
ferent coupling strengths, parametrized by the ratio of center-to-
center distance,L, to sphere radius,r. The inset shows the collapse
of the curves upon normalization bya;asT=0d, and by 1/Ps0d,
the relevant energy scale for temperature dependence.

TABLE I. Percolation coefficients for different coordination
numbersz, calculated for 2003200 arrays and averaged over 200
trials. ps is the average fraction of bonds that need to be linearized
in the whole array such that the first system-spanning path appears
containing only linearized bondssboth up- and down-stepsd. pa is
the average fraction of bonds linearized in the array for the first
system-spanning path containing nonlinearized down-steps as long
as all up-steps are linearized.ps andpa are for systems with random
site energies.pc is the bond percolation fraction for the uncorrelated
bond percolation. The theoretical valuespc,th are taken from Ref. 19
and presented for comparison to indicate the extent of finite-size
effects.

z pc,th pc ps pa

2 1 0.970s7d 0.968s39d 0.945s45d
3 0.653 0.643s9d 0.627s15d 0.539s15d
4 0.5 0.500s8d 0.509s12d 0.433s11d
5 0.420s6d 0.455s10d 0.384s10d
6 0.347 0.346s6d 0.397s8d 0.335s9d
7 0.292s6d 0.348s8d 0.289s7d
8 0.250s5d 0.307s7d 0.255s7d
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early with increasingz signoring the case ofz=2d. At the
same time, antisymmetric paths involving large down-steps
give a threshold fraction,pa, that is systematically lower than
ps by about 15%. Intriguingly, and quite unexpectedly, for
lattices withz=6 to z=8 the contributions from correlations
and asymmetry appear to cancel each other to a large extent
so thatpc provides an excellent estimate of the “true” value,
pa. Thus, usingpc in Eq. s3d to estimateT* should give very
reasonable estimates for experiments on self-assembled
nanoparticle layers. The small difference between the theo-
retical pc and the value from the simulation shows the insig-
nificance of finite size effects for 2003200 arrays.

Distribution of energy costs. The last approximation in the
model we wish to test is the replacement of the integral in
Eq. s2d with pc=4.8kBT*Ps0d. To find the full distribution of
energy costs for the nearest-neighbor-coupled 10-sphere sys-
tem shown in Fig. 1, we used a Monte Carlo routine. Offset
charges from a uniform random distributionf−e/2 , +e/2g
were assigned to each of the 10 sites. Using the capacitance
matrix as calculated fromFASTCAP, the energy costDE as-
sociated with tunneling from site 1 to site 2 was found from
Eq. s9d for each disorder realization.PsDEd was then ob-
tained from samplingDE for 106 offset charge realizations
for each value ofL / r.

Figure 9sad shows the normalized peak probability density
Ps0de2/C0 as a function ofL / r. Ps0de2/C0 only depends on
L / r since bothC0 and 1/Ps0d are proportional tor ande. We
compare the simulation value with the approximation in Eq.
s14d. Knowing the full distribution from Monte Carlo simu-
lations allows us to find, without approximations, the critical
temperatureT* , where the voltage threshold goes to zero.
According to Eqs.s2d and s3d this is done by integrating
PsDEd out to the point where the area under the graph cor-
responds topc. In Fig. 9sbd, we compare the results of nu-

merical integration with the analytical approximationT*

=pc/ f2bkBPs0dg fEq. s5dg with Ps0d from Eq. s14d for a 2D
triangular lattice.

V. CURRENT-VOLTAGE CHARACTERISTICS ABOVE T*

Next, we investigate the behavior for temperaturesT
.T* and above. Within our model,T* is defined as the tem-
perature at which there are just enough local junctions lin-
earized to span the array at zero bias and remove the global
threshold. In other words, with increasing temperature the
nonlinear current-voltagesI-Vd characteristics, described by
the powerlawI ,fV−VtsTdgz, have been linearly shifted to
the left until, at T* , they first reach the origin with finite
slope. This gives rise to a finite zero-bias conductance,g0
;dI /dVuV=0.

For T.T* , additional linearized junctions provide parallel
paths across the array and the zero-bias conductance in-
creases. For any given temperature, however, an increase in
bias will eventually provide sufficiently high local voltage
drops to involve portions of the array with junctions not yet
linearized by thermal fluctuations. Thus, at sufficiently high
bias, theI-V characteristics will change back from Ohmic to
the original nonlinear powerlaw behavior with temperature-
independent exponentz.

These considerations correspond to a picture in which the
nonlinearI-V curve of a 2D array emerges from summing the
contributions from all paths carrying current at a given bias
voltagesthis is the essence of the scaling derived by MWd.
As the bias is increased aboveVtsTd, more and more paths

FIG. 8. Comparison of symmetric and asymmetric percolation
conditions for various 2D arrays with coordination numbers,z.
ps, pa, and pc are defined in Table I. All simulation data are for
arrays of size 2003200 and averaged over 200 disorder
realizations.

FIG. 9. Effect of capacitive coupling on the energy scales asso-
ciated with the temperature dependence of the global threshold for
conduction.L is the center-to-center distance between neighboring
spherical particles andr is their radius.sad Changes in the peak of
the energy-cost distribution,Ps0d, as a function of coupling. 1/Ps0d
plays the role of an effective charging energy; in this plot it has
been normalized by the maximum energy cost in the uncoupled
case,e2/C0. Results from Monte Carlo datasfull squaresd and from
the approximation given by Eq.s14d sopen circlesd are shown.sbd
Changes inT* , the temperature at which the voltage threshold of the
array becomes zero, for a triangular latticespercolation threshold,
pc=0.347d. T* has been normalized byT0

* , the value in the un-
coupled case. Closed square symbols are data from numerical inte-
gration of the energy cost distribution,PsDEd, as obtained by
Monte Carlo simulation; open circles show the approximation given
by Eq. s5d.
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will open up as their up-steps are overcome. AboveT* , when
the global threshold disappears along the optimal path, there
still are many other paths that have finite thresholds and are
accessible at higher bias. These thresholds will keep decreas-
ing linearly with temperature as more and more steps are
linearized by thermal fluctuations. As a consequence, the
high-current, powerlaw portion of theI-V curves will shift to
lower and lower bias voltages.

We therefore expect theI-V curves to collapse, by a
simple horizontal shift, onto a master curve not only forT
,T* , but, at least with their high-bias portion, also forT
.T* . In the latter regime a true threshold for global conduc-
tion obviously no longer exists andVtsTd, as obtained from
the shift required for a high-biasI-V collapse onto a common
power law, should be thought of as aneffectivethreshold
value. This effectiveVtsTd will be negative forT.T* .

These predictions are borne out by experiments. As first
observed by Anconaet al.5 and also seen in Fig. 10, the
linear decrease ofVt with T continues pastT* and into a
regime of negative effective threshold values.sOur simula-
tion results in Fig. 7 are not based on calculating fullI-V
curves. Since our method finds the first system-spanning
path, it is no longer applicable aboveT* where such paths
exist already at zero applied bias.d

We note that our model provides a natural explanation for
this smooth crossover from positive to negativeVtsTd which
does not invoke additional mechanisms. In particular, it does
not bring into play activation over the tunnel barriers forT
.T* , as proposed by Anconaet al.5 Because such barriers
are set by the properties of the alkanethiol ligands separating
adjacent nanoparticles, we expect barrier heights in excess of
several eV, corresponding to the first available electronic
states in the ligands. This is significantly higher than either
kBT or the voltage drop per up-step, making hopping over the
barrier highly unlikely.

How doesg0 depend on temperature? To address this
point, we revisit a simplifying approximation made in the

model, namely the coarse-graining in which nonlinearized
junctions were assumed to be unaffected by thermal fluctua-
tions and to exhibit zero conductance below threshold. In
principle, of course, finiteT will always induce some zero-
bias conductance. For a single junction this zero-bias con-
ductance exhibits activated behavior, i.e., is proportional to
exps−U /kBTd, where the activation energy,U=DE, is the
energy cost required to move a charge across the junction.16

Sufficiently far belowT* , there always will be several
junctions along the optimal path withDE@kBT. Conse-
quently, the overall zero-bias conductance will be exponen-
tially suppressed to a level whereg0 is well approximated by
the coarse-graining approximation.

OnceT* is approached, linearized junctions for the first
time form a system-spanning path.g0 will be dominated by
the relatively few bottleneck junctions with the largest acti-
vation energy in the path,DE,kBT* . The majority of paths
around the bottlenecks would involve junctions with much
larger DE which therefore could shunt the bottlenecks only
insignificantly.23,24

Therefore, nearT* the overall, zero-bias array conduc-
tance,g0, will display activated behavior similar to a single
junction with U=bkBT* =pc/ f2Ps0dg. As before, the key
point here is that the activation energy is not simply the
charging energy of an isolated grain, but is connected to the
optimal path across an energy landscape established by the
quenched charge disorder. For 2D triangular arrayspc/2
,0.17 so thatU is approximately 1/5 of the effective charg-
ing energy 1/Ps0d.

Above T* , additional paths in which all up-steps have
been thermally erased will span the array. These parallel
paths will contribute tog0 and modify the behavior. Taking
the number density,DsTd, of such paths to be proportional to
the percolation conductivity of the linearized subset of junc-
tions abovepc, we haveDsTd,spsTd−pcdt, where psTd is
given by Eq.s2d and t<1.3 in 2D.19 The overall zero-bias
conductance at temperatureT then follows from integration
of DsT8dg0sT8d betweenT* andT. This will give a powerlaw
correction to the simple activated behavior, but we expect the
optimal path established atT* to continue to dominate since
its bottlenecks have the lowest activation energy of the set.

The experimental data in Ref. 12 for the zero-bias con-
ductance in 2D arrays aboveT* is compatible with simple
activated behavior, with values forU that are within a factor
two of pc/ f2Ps0dg. However, sinceT* can reach 100 K or
more in these arrays, the remaining interval up to room tem-
perature simply is not large enough to provide a stringent test
of the model predictions. The simple activated form forg0
was also observed by Blacket al. in arrays of Co
nanoparticles.6

VI. DISCUSSION

The model described in the preceding sections provides a
physical picture for the role of thermal fluctuations as they
affect the nonlinear transport properties in systems with ran-
dom local thresholds for conduction. One key aspect is that
such systems cannot be described by associating a single,
fixed energy cost with charge motion from site to site. In-

FIG. 10. Decrease of the normalized voltage threshold as a func-
tion of effective temperature variablekBTPs0d for 6 nm diameter,
close-packed gold nanoparticle monolayers.sReproduced from Ref.
12 with permission.d
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stead, it is important to consider the fact that energy costs
depend on both the Fermi levels of the particles involved in
the tunneling process, and on the surrounding charge envi-
ronment. This is the essence of Eq.s8d, which gives the
change in electrostatic energy of the system as a whole, and,
in the nearest neighbor approximation considered here, leads
to the probability density of energy costs shown in Fig. 2.

In particular, the energetics of the system are not deter-
mined simply by the change in the Fermi levelsby some
fixed single electron “charging energy”d of the nanoparticle
tunneled into. Energy costs derive from differences in the
total system energy before and after a tunneling event and
thus involve at a minimum two particles or, with capacitive
nearest neighbor coupling, ten particles in a 2D triangular
lattice sFig. 1d or four particles along a 1D line. In the ab-
sence of quenched charge disorder, these energy costs vanish
and mobile charges can move freely inside the arraysthe
only costs are incurred when charges enter the edges of the
array from one of the electrodesd. Therefore, the scaling of
the global threshold with system sizeN in Eq. s1d sthe origi-
nal MW resultd or its modification for finite coupling
strength, Eq.s16d, are a direct consequence of quenched
charge disorder.

However, as far as the global threshold is concerned, the
detailed shape of the full energy cost distribution turns out to
be not critical. Rather, as we showed by mapping the system
onto an equivalent percolation problem, the behavior is
dominated by the lowest-cost percentilessup to pc/2d. To
very good approximation, this is captured by the zero-cost,
peak value of the probability density,Ps0d fEqs. s14d and
s15d, for 2D and 1D systems, respectivelyg. Increased capaci-
tive coupling is found to have two effects: it flattens the
energy landscape, thereby narrowing the width of the energy
cost distribution and increasing the value ofPs0d, and it
rounds off the peak of the distribution, makingPs0d an even
better approximation of the relevant portion ofPsDEd.

There are several predictions that emerge from the ana-
lytic model.

First, the model predicts a linear decrease of the overall,
global threshold with temperaturefEq. s6dg. This decrease is
directly proportional tokBTPs0d, the strength of thermal
fluctuations measured relative to the effective charging en-
ergy 1/Ps0d. What is particularly appealing about this result
is that all details about capacitive coupling and particle ge-
ometry enter throughPs0d, while the numerical prefactor,
4.8/pc, captures the underlying network topology and dimen-
sion through the percolation threshold,pc. Therefore, data
from systems with similar structure but different particle
sizes, spacings, or dielectric constants should collapse onto a
“universal” curve when plotted asVtsTd /Vts0d versus
kBTPs0d.

Second, for sufficiently broad distributions of quenched
charge disorder we expect that thermal fluctuations do not
alter the basic character and roughness of the energy land-
scape. Thus we expect MW’s zero-temperature powerlaw
scaling of the nonlinear current-voltagesI-Vd characteristics,
I ,fV−Vts0dgz, to survive at finiteT with fixed exponentz,
but with Vts0d replaced byVtsTd. In other words, the shape of
the I-V characteristics remains unaffected by temperature

while they are shifted linearly towards smaller threshold val-
ues.

Third, the threshold is expected to vanish and the nonlin-
ear, Coulomb-Blockade-type current voltage characteristics
are expected to change to linear, Ohmic behavior near zero
bias once the temperature exceedsT* =pc/ f4.8kBPs0dg fEqs.
s3d and s5dg.

Fourth, also for finite capacitive coupling, the zero-
temperature global threshold value,Vts0d, can be written as a
product of two quantities: the average number of up-steps
encountered along the optimal path across the array,aN,
which depends mainly on array geometry, and the average
applied voltage per up-step,V0, at threshold. We argued that,
at least to first order, capacitive coupling can be taken into
account byV0<eC11

−1 fEq. s16dg instead ofe/C0 for the un-
coupled casefEq. s1dg.

The robustness of the linear decrease of the global thresh-
old for conduction with temperature is underscored by recent
simulations of the full current-voltage characteristics for mo-
bile charges hopping between traps in a 2D lattice.15 The
charges interact via a long-range Coulomb term and the trap
depth at each site is chosen from a Gaussian distribution. In
this work Reichhardt and Olson Reichhardt not only find
behavior qualitatively similar to our model, but also track as
a function of temperature the charge flow patterns beyond
threshold. Their results support a basic, underlying tenet of
our approach, namely that small thermal fluctuations simply
shift VtsTd to smaller values while preserving the roughness
of the energy landscape and thus the shape of the current-
voltage characteristics.

Conversely, such linear shift might be taken as an indica-
tor of a sufficiently wide distribution of trapping depths or
local threshold values: simulations by Rendellet al. of small
2D tunnel junction networks using the full, temperature-
dependent “orthodox” Coulomb blockade model show this
shape-preserving shift emerging once quenched charge dis-
order is introduced.9

The fact thatPs0de2/C0, throughC11
−1 and C12

−1, depends
only onL / r makes comparison with experiments straightfor-
ward as long as the array geometry is known. In particular, if
L andr can be determined from transmission electron micro-
graphs, Fig. 9 together withC0=4pee0r give direct access to
Ps0d for triangular arrays, and thus make it possible to plot
the normalized threshold,VtsTd /Vts0d as a function of scaled
temperature,kBTPs0d. Figure 10 shows such plot for
temperature-dependent threshold data obtained from self-
assembled, close-packed gold nanocrystal monolayers cover-
ing a range of array lengthss27,N,170d and effective
charging energies 96 meV,1/Ps0d,302 meV.12 The
threshold values were obtained from linear shifts of the full
I-V curves onto a single powerlaw mastercurve for each
sample swith temperature-independent exponentz
=2.25±0.1d.

All of these data are seen to cluster around the linear
decay with slope −4.8/pc=−13.8 andx interceptkBT*Ps0d
=pc/4.8=0.07 predicted by the model. Note that this data
collapse contains no free parameters onceVtsTd has been
measuredfover a wide enough range to extrapolate reliably
to Vts0dg andPs0d been obtained from the array geometry. If
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direct access toL and r is not possible, butN can be esti-
mated from the electrode spacing,Ps0d can be estimated
using Eq. s16d together with the appropriate value fora
listed in Sec. IV.

The linear suppression ofVtsTd with temperature was also
observed by Anconaet al.5 in experiments on 2D arrays of
gold nanoparticles, and by Bezryadin, Westervelt, and
Tinkham14 in studies of 1D carbon nanoparticle chains.
While micrographs allowing for a determination ofL and r
were not available from either experiment, Bezryadinet al.
found that the voltage threshold decreased asVtsTd<Vts0d
−NkBT/e. The authors also give the radius of the carbon
particles as well asN and Vts0d. From this information we
estimate a cost per up-step of about 0.2e/C0. From Fig. 5 and
capacitance calculations of a 4-particle 1D chain, we find
Ps0d=1.66sC0/e2d. With pc=1 for a 1D chain our model
gives VtsTd=Vts0d−4.8Vts0dPs0dkBT from Eq. s6d. The sec-
ond term can be written as −4.8f0.5Ns0.2e/C0dg
3s1.66C0/e2dkBT, where the term in square brackets isVts0d
and a1D=0.5.1 Using the experimental parameters given by
Bezryadin et al., our theory predicts VtsTd=Vts0d
−0.8NkBT/e, which is close to the experimental temperature
dependence.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

Our model describes the effect of temperature on the glo-
bal threshold for conduction through arrays with distributed
local thresholds due to quenched charge disorder. It resolves
two long-standing issues, namely how to extend the original,

T=0 scaling approach by MW toT.0 and how to include
capacitive coupling between nearest neighbors.

One key finding is a robust, linear decrease of the global
threshold with temperature, in excellent agreement with re-
cent experiments on close-packed nanocrystal arrays. This
explains the experimental finding that powerlawI-V charac-
teristics resulting from Coulomb blockade effects keep their
nonlinear shape to remarkably high temperatures while sim-
ply being parallel-shifted asT is increased. The model fur-
ther predicts the existence of a crossover temperatureT* ,
above which the low-voltage portion of theI-V characteris-
tics changes and acquires a significant zero-bias conductance
that exhibits simple activated behavior.

A second key finding is the identification of 1/Ps0d as the
relevant, effective charging energy, extending earlier results
that did not treat capacitive coupling. Our approach explic-
itly takes into account the fact that quenched charge disorder
leads to a distribution of energy costs for tunneling, even for
otherwise perfect lattices of identical junctions. Finally, we
present numerical calculations that allow one to extract the
relevant capacitance matrix elements as well asPs0d from
knowledge of interparticle spacing and particle diameter.
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